K9 Services
PROTECTION | PATROL | DETECTION
Erigere Rapidus Solutions, Inc. (ERS) provides Tier 1 K9 services for
superior protection, patrol, and detection services.

PROTECTION

PATROL/DETECTION

K9s used for executive protective services
and patrol can smell, see, and hear dangers
long before their human handlers, extending
the ability of security teams. These dogs are
specially bred and trained to be stable, loyal,
social, and well-behaved around those they are
assigned to protect, including children and pets.
When a threat arises, ERS canines are trained
to put their lives on the line to neutralize an
attacker while protecting the client.

Our detection dogs each complete rigorous
training to perform specific tasks and detect
distinct odors including explosives, firearms,
living victims, human remains, microchips,
bed bugs, and more.

K9 TEAMS PROVIDE EXPLOSIVE AND FIREARMS DETECTION FOR:
n

Office Buildings

n

Stadiums and Arenas

n

Retail Establishments

n

Ports and Cargo Terminals

n

Restaurants

n

Military Bases/Installations

n

Government Facilities

n

Large Gathering Places

erigererapidus.com/k9services

Security demands for these venues have increased
dramatically in the past decade and deploying K9 teams to
screen parking lots, corridors, and concourses is the most
effective means to prevent an incident without impeding
access or mobility for personnel and attendees. In addition to
screening large-scale venues for explosives, our K9 teams are
used for active patrol and crowd control before, during, and
after events, ensuring a secure environment for your venue.

Depending upon the assignment, ERS K9 teams can be highly visible to act as a deterrent,
or covert to perform their missions without detection.

The ERS K9 Division is
analytics-driven, and we’re
using state-of-the-art
technology to detect, avoid,
and eliminate modern threats.
– Tim Falke
ERS K9 Division Leader

“

While they are in the field, ERS K9s have cameras mounted to their helmets and a small drone attached to
their vests. We simultaneously deploy a command-and-control drone, allowing us to see the entire area from
above. Coupling multiple drone and camera platforms provides a better picture of the situation, so we can better
prepare to achieve the mission.

CUSTOMIZED DETECTION / GREEN DOGS
Our Detection K9s can be trained to detect microchips, listening/recording devices, subterranean leaks of oil
pipelines, and everything from animals to plants, including endangered species. Anything that has a problem,
we’ll find a solution!
We provide our clients with the highest level of quality and professionalism. Every K9 and handler is hand-picked
based on their experience, performance, and professionalism to reliably exceed the expectations of our clients.

For further details, or to discuss how our K9 Division may be the
solution you need, contact Tim Falke at tfalke@erigererapidus.com
or 1-800-501-1035.

Learn more and see our dogs at erigererapidus.com/k9services.

